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AbstrAct
Objective The aim of this study was to develop models 
that predict hospital admission to ED of patients younger 
and older than 70 and compare their performance.
Methods Prediction models were derived in a 
retrospective observational study of all patients≥18 years 
old visiting the ED of a university hospital during the 
first 6 months of 2012. Patients were stratified into 
two age groups (<70 years old and ≥70 years old). 
Multivariable logistic regression analysis was used to 
identify predictors of hospital admission among factors 
available immediately after patient arrival to the ED. 
Validation of the prediction models was performed on 
patients presenting to the ED during the second half of 
the year 2012.
results 10 807 patients were included in the derivation 
and 10 480 in the validation cohorts. The strongest 
independent predictors of hospital admission among 
the 8728 patients <70 years old were age, sex, triage 
category, mode of arrival, performance of blood 
tests, chief complaint, ED revisit, type of specialist, 
phlebotomised blood sample and all vital signs. The 
area under the curve (AUC) of the validation cohort for 
those <70 years old was 0.86 (95% CI 0.85 to 0.87). 
Among the 2079 patients ≥70 years, the same factors 
were predictive, except for gender, type of specialist 
and heart rate; the AUC was 0.77 (95% CI 0.75 to 
0.79). The prediction models could identify a group of 
10% of patients with the highest risk in whom hospital 
admission was predicted at ED triage, with a positive 
predictive value (PPV) of 71% (95% CI 68% to 74%) 
in younger patients and PPV of 87% (95% CI 81% to 
92%) in older patients.
conclusion Demographic and clinical factors readily 
available early in the ED visit can be useful in identifying 
patients who are likely to be admitted to the hospital. 
While the model for the younger patients had a higher 
AUC, the model for older patients had a higher PPV in 
identifying the patients at highest risk for admission. Of 
note, heart rate was not a useful predictor in the older 
patients.

IntrOductIOn
Older adults presenting to EDs for medical care 
frequently are admitted to the hospital.1–4 Despite 
a high probability of admission, they are at risk of 
having prolonged length of stay in the ED, which 
increases the chance of in-hospital adverse events.5 
If ED physicians had an accurate decision-making 

tool they could use early during the ED visit to 
predict which older patients have the highest prob-
ability of being admitted using routinely available 
demographic and clinical factors available at triage, 
ED length of stay might be reduced. Interventions to 
expedite the admission of older patients might also 
improve health-related and ED flow and function 
outcomes. Such a tool, however, is not yet avail-
able.6 It also is not yet known if demographic and 
clinical factors predictive of hospital admission are 
the same for both older and younger ED patients, 
and if decision-making tools that comprised these 
factors perform equally well for both age groups.

Independent predictors of hospital admission 
of ED patients have been identified7 previously, 
yet mainly reflect disease severity. The Modified 
Early Warning Score (MEWS)8 is frequently used 
to quantify disease severity and can predict prob-
ability of hospital admission,9 disposition10 and 
mortality11 of ED patients. However, physiology, 
polypharmacy and multiple comorbidities of older 
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Key messages

What is already known on this subject
 ► Patients presenting to the ED are at risk for 
hospital admission, functional decline and 
mortality, with older patients having even 
higher risks.

 ► Clinical decision-making tools for older patients 
in the ED have not been found to be effective.

 ► It is unknown whether independent predictors 
may vary between age groups, which may 
influence the design of future tools.

What this study adds
 ► The models created in this study indicate 
that predictors of hospital admission from the 
ED are similar for younger and older patients, 
but differ in their prognostic capabilities. The 
overall prognostic  ability of the models was 
greater for the patients under 70, but the model 
for older patients is better at identifying the 
group of patients very likely to be admitted.

 ► These results constitute preparatory work 
towards creating a screening instrument that 
could adequately predict hospital admission, 
particularly for older adults.
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Figure 1 Flow chart of participant selection. Red triage: most urgent triage category, needing immediate care, often in trauma room. ED use for 
logistical reasons means a preplanned re-evaluation, laboratory check or patient who had left without being seen. Individual visits were included, 
and there can be multiple visits of one patient in this study. CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
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patients affect measured vital signs and delay recognition of 
serious disease; when relying solely on vital signs, a proportion 
of severely ill older patients requiring admission will not be iden-
tified.12 Given the discrepancy in the utility of hospital admis-
sion prediction models using vital signs and disease severity 
when they are applied to different age groups, tools helping to 
predict need for admission based on other clinical characteristics 
also might not be equally useful for older and younger ED adult 
patients. If this is the case, different prediction rules should be 
derived and used based on patient age.

The goal of this study was therefore to derive prediction 
models separately for older and younger adults that identify 
need for hospital admission, using routinely demographic and 
clinical data available at ED triage. We further aimed to assess 
how well these prediction models performed for these two age 
groups. The ultimate aim for this prediction model was for its 
eventual application in identifying early which patients would be 
admitted from the ED, potentially improving efficiency of care 
pathways and reducing ED length of stay.

MethOds
study design and setting
This investigation involved deriving and validating a hospital 
admission prediction rule for adult ED patients. Data were 
obtained retrospectively from the ED of Leiden University 
Medical Center (LUMC), which is a tertiary-care hospital with 
an annual census of approximately 30 000 ED visits. LUMC has 
an acute medical unit (13 beds) designed to accept admissions 
from the ED. The Medical Ethics Committee waived the need 
for informed consent because data were collected as part of past 
clinical care and de-identified after extraction from the patient 
files.

selection of participants
Inclusion criteria
We included all ED visits by adults ≥18 years old to LUMC 
between 1 January 2012 and 31 December 2012. ED patients 
who presented between 1 January and 30 June were included 
in the derivation cohort, while those presenting between 1 July 
and 31 December were included in the validation cohort.

Exclusion criteria
Patients who arrived to the ED undergoing cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation (CPR) or classified as Manchester Triage System13 
(MTS) category ‘red’ (needing immediate care) were excluded 
because their likelihood of hospital admission was so great that a 
prediction tool would not be needed for this population. Patients 
who died in the ED and those who left without being evaluated 
also were excluded. In addition, patients with ED visits due to 
logistical reasons were excluded, such as those attending for a 
planned re-evaluation because they could not wait until the next 
available outpatient clinic appointment, visits to the ED because 
of lack of availability of time in the outpatient clinic, laboratory 
checks for logistical reasons and patients who were sent away 
from the ED to visit their general practitioner (figure 1). For this, 
a predefined list of objective criteria, based on expert opinion, 
was used. Patient files were checked by a single researcher (JAL) 
to assess exclusion criteria.

study protocol and measurements
Data were automatically harvested from the electronic patient 
files (ChipSoft-EZIS V.5.2, 2006–2014, Amsterdam, The Neth-
erlands) using an application designed by the LUMC Depart-
ment of Information Technology. One investigator (JAL) 
checked the data for validity and corrected typing errors. 
This was performed by reference to medical records in case 
of outliers. Furthermore using sampling JAL checked patient 
records to assess if study data were adequately withdrawn from 
the patients’ files. The data were not extracted manually and 
not subject to interpretation. Therefore, a measure of inter-rater 
variability is not applicable.

Because the aim of this investigation was to develop a tool, 
using data readily available at triage, the following data were 
collected: age, sex, MTS triage category, chief complaint, mode 
of arrival to ED, type of specialist, ED visits within prior 30 
days, indication for phlebotomised blood sample testing and 
vital signs. These variables were chosen by the study authors 
based on clinical judgement, frequently used variables in similar 
research,14–16 their availability on patient arrival to the ED 
and inclusion in the ED electronic medical records. A detailed 
description of the collection of all variables can be found in 
the online supplementary material.
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Outcomes
The primary endpoint of this study was hospital admission, 
defined as either admission to the LUMC or transfer to another 
hospital for admission. This outcome was downloaded directly 
from the patient files.

data analysis
Patients were divided into two age groups for analysis, <70 
years old and ≥70 years old, in line with the age cut-off used 
in government-initiated interventions in The Netherlands.17 
Data were summarised as number and percentages or means 
and SD for normally distributed variables, or as medians with 
IQRs for non-normally distributed variables, as appropriate. 
Missing measurements of vital signs were handled as a separate 
category and analysed alongside categories of measured values, 
for example oxygen saturation has four categories: <90%, 
91%–94%, ≥95% and missing, where the reference category 
is ≥95%. Student’s t-tests assuming independence were used 
to compare groups for normally distributed variables and 
Mann-Whitney U tests for non-normally distributed variables. 
χ2 tests were used for categorical variables. Univariable binary 
logistic regression was used to assess possible predictors of 
hospital admission using demographic and clinical characteris-
tics extracted from the medical records. Age (<70 years old or 
≥70 years old) as an effect modifier of the relationship between 
variables in the model and the outcome of hospital admission 
was tested in the univariable analyses. Multivariable binary 
logistic regression was used to create an optimal model. ORs and 
corresponding 95% CIs were estimated. Risks associated with 
age were expressed per 10-year age groups. The general rule of 
thumb that at least 10 events per predictor variable are needed 
to prevent overfitting of the model was used. Because the data-
base contained more than 3000 hospital admissions, all potential 
predictor variables could be incorporated in the model.18

An optimal model was created for each age group, using back-
ward elimination with Akaike’s Information Criterion to elimi-
nate predictors from the model, with a cut-off point of p<0.05. 
This made the model as small as possible while still containing all 
clinically relevant parameters. Goodness of fit was tested using 
the Hosmer-Lemeshow test, and this was performed 10 times in 
a random subsample of 1000 patients.

This method standardised the power of the Hosmer-Leme-
show test to prevent overpowering caused by the large number 
of study subjects.19

Receiver operator characteristics curves were drafted and area 
under the curve (AUC) estimated to measure the discriminative 
performance of the models. Temporal validation of the models 
was performed using data collected from the second half of 
2016. Calibration of the models in the validation cohort was 
assessed using calibration plots.

The distribution of risk of admission per age group was calcu-
lated for the validation cohort using the following equation: 

1
1+e

(
intercept+linear predictor

). The individual risk of each patient was 

calculated and ranked. The 10% of the ED patient population, 
per age group, with the highest chance of hospital admission was 
designated ‘high risk’. This was deemed a clinically relevant and 
feasible cut-off point for risk of admission, for which sensitivity, 
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predic-
tive value were calculated.

As a sensitivity analysis, the alternative clinically relevant vital 
sign cut-off values were assessed as predictors in the models, 
and their discriminative performance and calibration were reas-
sessed. In a second sensitivity analysis, we created a multivariable 

model using the whole year 2012 (without dividing the year into 
successive 6-month blocks of time) and randomly selected a 
training and test cohort to assess for introduction of bias due to 
the temporal validation.

Statistical significance was set at the alpha=0.05 level for all 
analyses. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 
Statistics V.23 package.

results
characteristics of study subjects
In 2012, there were 27 862 visits to the LUMC ED, of which 
21 287 were included in this analysis (figure 1). The 6575 
excluded patients were due to ED use for logistical reasons or 
arrival during CPR (n=1486), patients aged 

Baseline characteristics of the study population stratified by 
age group are shown in table 1. The distribution of demographics 
and clinical characteristics by age group was similar within the 
derivation and validation cohorts.

In the derivation cohort, 2014 (23.1%) younger patients and 
898 (43.2%) older patients were admitted to the hospital. In 
the validation cohort, 2030 (24.1%) younger patients and 919 
(44.4%) older patients were admitted. Baseline characteristics 
between patients in the derivation cohort admitted to hospital 
and those discharged are shown in table 2.

relationship of patient demographics and clinical factors to 
hospital admission
The univariable analyses examining the relationship between 
patient demographics and clinical characteristics and hospital 
admission stratified by the two age groups are provided in 
online supplementary table 2. The factors associated with 
hospital admission were the same for both age groups (eg, urgent 
triage category, phlebotomised blood sample, fever), although 
the strength of the relationships differed for some factors 
between age groups. The variables in the final model for the 
younger patients are age, sex, triage category, arrival mode, chief 
complaint, ED revisit, type of specialist, phlebotomised blood 
sample, oxygen saturation, systolic BP, temperature, heart rate 
and respiratory rate. The variables in the final model for the 
older patients are triage category, arrival mode, chief complaint, 
type of specialist, phlebotomised blood sample, oxygen satura-
tion, systolic BP, temperature and respiratory rate.

As shown in the results for the multivariable models by age 
groups (table 3), urgent triage category, hospital arrival by 
ambulance, indication for taking a phlebotomised blood sample, 
presenting complaint of ‘malaise’ or a non-surgical problem, a 
systolic BP below 100 mm Hg, oxygen saturation below 95%, 
fever or tachypnoea >30 breaths/min were associated with greater 
odds of hospital admission for both age groups. Chest pain, loss 
of consciousness and dyspnoea as a presenting complaint, as well 
as no measured BP, were associated with a significantly decreased 
odds of being admitted among older patients, while in younger 
patients chest pain decreased the probability of hospital admis-
sion. In the sensitivity analyses, similar results were found for the 
relationship between patient demographics and clinical factors 
and hospital admission when a single model instead of separate 
models for the two age groups were used (online supplementary 
table 3), and when a randomly selected training and test cohort 
were used for these comparisons (online supplementary table 4).

The AUC of the prediction model for the derivation cohort 
for hospital admission among patients <70 years old was 0.85 
(95% CI 0.84 to 0.86), which was higher than the AUC of the 
prediction model for ≥70 years old (0.81 (95% CI 0.79 to 
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table 1 Baseline characteristics of study population

baseline features

derivation Validation

<70 years, n=8728 ≥70 years, n=2079 p Value <70 years, n=8411 ≥70 years, n=2069 p Value

Age, median, IQR 44.8 (28.8–57.4) 78.1 (73.9–83.6) 44.8 (28.4–58.0) 77.9 (73.9–83.0)

Male, n (%) 4762 (54.6) 995 (47.9) <0.001 4597 (54.7) 1044 (50.5) 0.001

Triage category, n (%) <0.001 <0.001

    <10 min 1921 (22.0) 657 (31.6) 1893 (22.5) 683 (33.0)

    <1 hour 3567 (40.9) 943 (45.4) 3557 (42.3) 966 (46.7)

    <2 hours 3205 (36.7) 472 (22.7) 2921 (34.7) 410 (19.8)

    <4 hours 35 (0.4) 7 (0.3) 40 (0.5) 10 (0.5)

Arrival mode, n (%) <0.001 <0.001

    Self-referral 4258 (48.8) 467 (22.5) 3794 (45.1) 404 (19.5)

    Ambulance/other institution 1316 (15.1) 596 (28.7) 1659 (19.7) 833 (40.3)

    Referred by general practitioner/
specialist

3154 (36.1) 1016 (48.9) 2958 (35.2) 832 (40.2)

Type of specialist <0.001 <0.001

     Medicine 3809 (43.6) 1251 (60.2) 3732 (44.4) 1245 (60.2)

     Surgery 4919 (56.4) 828 (39.8) 4679 (55.6) 824 (39.8)

Revisit to the ED, n (%) 0.082 0.071

    Visit <30 days 922 (10.6) 247 (11.9) 873 (10.4) 243 (11.7)

Chief complaint1 <0.001 <0.001

     Minor trauma 3656 (42.2) 621 (30.1) 3301 (39.6) 641 (31.2)

     Major trauma 183 (2.1) 32 (1.5) 208 (2.5) 28 (1.4)

     Chest pain 980 (11.3) 302 (14.6) 992 (11.9) 329 (16.0)

     Dyspnoea 426 (4.9) 221 (10.7) 394 (4.7) 179 (8.7)

     Syncope 219 (2.5) 118 (5.7) 241 (2.9) 100 (4.9)

     Psychiatric complaints 219 (2.5) 34 (1.6) 230 (2.8) 26 (1.3)

     Malaise 1032 (11.9) 377 (18.3) 1034 (12.4) 403 (19.6)

     Abdominal pain 935 (10.7) 183 (8.9) 922 (11.1) 183 (8.9)

     Other 1018 (11.7) 177 (8.6) 1019 (12.2) 164 (8.0)

Vital signs

    Systolic BP, mm Hg2 136 (21.4) 145 (27.3) <0.001 135 (21.5) 145 (28.1) <0.001

    O2 saturation, %3 median, IQR 98 (98–100) 98 (96–100) <0.001 99 (97–100) 98 (96–99) <0.001

    Temperature, °C4 37.0 (0.8) 36.9 (1.0) <0.001 37.0 (0.8) 36.9 (0.9) <0.001

    Respiratory rate, per minute5 17.6 (4.6) 18.7 (5.5) 0.007 17.6 (4.8) 18.6 (5.4) <0.001

    Heart rate, per minute6 86 (20) 84 (20) <0.001 86 (21) 84 (21) <0.001

Testing, n (%) <0.001 <0.001

    Phlebotomised blood sample 4714 (54.0) 1606 (77.2) 4583 (54.5) 1599 (77.3)

-Values are mean, SD unless noted otherwise. 
-Vital parameters measured are O2,  oxygen saturation, measured in percentage oxygenated haemoglobin; systolic BP, measured in millimetres of mercury; temperature, 
measured in °C; Heart rate and Respiratory rate, measured as times per minute. 
-Number of measured values per age group: <70 years: 1: n=17 009; 2: n=9924; 3: n=10 018; 4: n=9953; 5: n=5807; 6: n=10 371. ≥70 years: 1: n=4118; 2: n=3232; 3: n=3208; 
4: n=2890; 5: n=2302; 6: n=3292.
-p Values are measured by t-test for scale values and χ2 for categorical values, and Mann-Whitney U test for non-parametric variables. 
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0.82)). In the temporal validation cohort, the AUC for younger 
patients was 0.86 (95% CI 0.85 to 0.87), which also was higher 
than the model for older patients, which was 0.77 (95% CI 0.75 
to 0.79).

The calibration plots in figure 2 show the observed hospital 
admission rate in relation to the predicted chance of hospital 
admission in the validation group. The Hosmer-Lemeshow 
goodness-of-fit test in both groups was p>0.05, suggesting that 
predicted probabilities are in line with the observed and that the 
model fit the data well. In a sensitivity analysis using different 
cut-off points for vital signs in younger and older patients, there 
were no differences in the performance of either model.

As shown in figure 3, there were more younger adult patients 
with a lower predicted chance of hospital admission in the vali-
dation cohort than for the older adult group. The predicted 
chance of hospital admission was also more equally distributed 

among the older patients. Table 4 depicts the test performance 
parameters of the models in predicting hospital admission by age 
group. Specificity, PPV and positive likelihood ratio (LR+) were 
higher in older patients. The prediction model shows superior 
predictive applicability than for example triage category alone.

dIscussIOn
In this investigation, we found that routinely collected demo-
graphic and clinical patient data at ED triage can be used to predict 
hospital admission among ED patients. However, although the 
predictors of hospital admission are the same regardless of age 
groups, the strength of the relationships between patient demo-
graphic and clinical factors and hospital admission, as well as 
the performance of the predictive models, differ by age groups 
(<70 year old vs ≥70 years old). Overall predictive performance 
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table 2 Baseline characteristics of study population, the derivation cohort stratified around hospital admission

baseline features

<70 years ≥70 years

discharged, n=6714 Admitted, n=2014 p Value discharged, n=1181 Admitted, n=898 p Value

Age, median, IQR 41.9 (26.8–55.6) 52.4 (40.0–62.0) <0.001 78.1 (73.7–83.4) 78.1 (74.2–83.7) 0.280

Male, n (%) 3625 (54.0) 1137 (56.5) 0.052 529 (44.8) 466 (51.9) 0.001

Triage category, n (%) <0.001 <0.001

    <10 min 1066 (15.9) 855 (42.5) 270 (22.9) 387 (43.1)

    <1 hour 2609 (38.9) 958 (47.6) 530 (44.9) 413 (46.0)

    <2 hours 3007 (44.8) 198 (9.8) 374 (31.7) 98 (10.9)

    <4 hours 32 (0.5) 3 (0.1) 7 (0.6) 0 (0)

Arrival mode, n (%) <0.001 <0.001

    Self-referral 3648 (54.3) 610 (30.3) 303 (25.7) 164 (18.3)

    Ambulance/other institution 782 (11.6) 534 (26.5) 287 (24.3) 309 (34.4)

    Referred by general practitioner/specialist 2284 (34.0) 870 (43.2) 591 (50.0) 425 (47.3)

Type of specialist <0.001 <0.001

     Medicine 2430 (36.2) 1379 (68.5) 605 (51.2) 646 (71.9)

     Surgery 4284 (63.8) 635 (31.5) 576 (48.8) 252 (28.1)

Revisit to the ED, n (%) <0.001

    Visit <30 days 595 (8.9) 327 (16.2) 118 (10.0) 129 (14.4) 0.002

Chief complaint1 <0.001 <0.001

     Minor trauma 3370 (50.6) 286 (14.3) 456 (39.0) 165 (18.4)

     Major trauma 103 (1.5) 80 (4.0) 11 (0.9) 21 (2.3)

     Chest pain 764 (11.5) 216 (10.8) 215 (18.4) 87 (9.7)

     Dyspnoea 238 (3.6) 188 (9.4) 93 (7.9) 128 (14.3)

     Syncope 141 (2.1) 78 (3.9) 64 (5.5) 54 (6.0)

     Psychiatric complaints 127 (1.9) 92 (4.6) 13 (1.1) 21 (2.3)

     Malaise 526 (7.9) 506 (25.3) 136 (11.6) 241 (26.9)

     Abdominal pain 592 (8.9) 343 (17.1) 81 (6.9) 102 (11.4)

     Other 804 (12.1) 214 (10.7) 101 (8.6) 76 (8.5)

Vital signs

    Systolic BP, mm Hg2 138 (20) 135 (23) <0.001 148 (27) 142 (27) <0.001

    O2 saturation, %3 median, IQR 99 (98–100) 99 (97–100) <0.001 98 (96–100) 98 (95–99) <0.001

    Temperature, °C4 36.9 (0.7) 37.2 (1.1) <0.001 36.8 (0.6) 37.1 (1.2) <0.001

    Respiratory rate, per minute5 16.9 (3.9) 18.6 (5.4) <0.001 17.5 (4.3) 19.7 (6.1) <0.001

    Heart rate, per minute6 83 (19) 91 (22) <0.001 82 (21) 86 (20.7) 0.002

Performed test, n (%) <0.001 <0.001

    Phlebotomised blood sample 2868 (42.7) 1846 (91.7) 747 (63.3) 859 (95.7)

-Values are mean, SD unless noted otherwise.
-Vital parameters measured are O2, oxygen saturation, measured in percentage oxygenated haemoglobin; systolic BP, measured in millimetres of mercury; temperature measured 
in °C; Heart rate and respiratory rate, measured as times per minute. 
Number of measured values per age group: <70 years: 1: n=8668; 2: n=5006; 3: n=5000; 4: n=4795; 5: n=2895; 6: n=5178.  ≥70 years: 1: n=2065; 2: n=1589; 3: n=1582; 
4: n=1434; 5: n=1154; 6: n=1614.
-p Values are measured by t-test for scale values and Χ2 for categorical values, and Mann-Whitney U test for non-parametric variables.
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of the model was better for younger patients, although PPV was 
higher among older patients.

Our findings are in concordance with prior studies.7 9 10 14 20 
Most of these variables, like triage category,13 chief complaint 
and abnormal vital signs,9 reflect illness severity at ED presenta-
tion. Sun et al14 derived a prediction model for hospital admis-
sion in over 300 000 ED patients in Singapore. It was validated 
using split validation, and the model used age, race, arrival 
mode, triage category, preceding hospital admission or ED visit, 
and chronic conditions as predictors. The AUC of this model 
was 0.85, which is comparable with our findings. Cameron et 
al7 created a similar prediction model in over 300 000 adult 
ED patients in Scotland. This prediction model used age, early 
warning score, triage category, referral and arrival mode, and 
preceding hospital admission within 1 year and found an AUC 
of 0.88. A model by Meisel et al20 in the USA to predict hospital 
admission in the prehospital phase used age and chief complaint 

as predictors and found an AUC of 0.80. For all these studies, 
the investigators observed that age was an important factor in 
predicting hospital admission; however, they did not compare 
the predictive properties of disease severity between the younger 
and older patients. A prediction model for hospitalisation for 
ED patients in 4873 patients ≥75 years old by LaMantia et al21 
that included injury severity, HR, diastolic BP and patient chief 
complaint as predictors had an AUC of 0.73 (95% CI 0.69 to 
0.76), with a sensitivity of 33%, specificity of 88% and LR of 
2.75. Our model performed better, possibly due to inclusion 
of more demographic and clinical characteristics. Also sample 
size, differences in care system and selection of patients could 
have influenced the performance of the models. Physiology, 
polypharmacy and multimorbidity affect the measured vital 
signs of older patients, and some studies indicate that when 
relying solely on vital signs a proportion of severely ill older 
patients will be missed.12 To address this concern, we assessed 
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table 3 Final multivariable models of hospitalisation of patients at the ED

Predictor

<70 years ≥70 years

Or 95% cI Or 95% cI

Age/10 1.25 1.19 to 1.30

Sex

     Male 1.25 1.11 to 1.42

     Female Ref Ref

Triage category

    >1 hour Ref Ref Ref Ref

    <1 hour 2.22 1.85 to 2.67 1.72 1.27 to 2.33

    <10 min 3.64 2.93 to 4.52 3.15 2.19 to 4.53

Arrival mode

     Self-referral Ref Ref Ref Ref

     Referred 1.21 1.05 to 1.40 1.09 0.82 to 1.44

     Ambulance 1.94 1.63 to 2.32 1.40 1.03 to 1.90

Chief complaint

     Minor trauma Ref Ref Ref Ref

     Major trauma 1.31 0.89 to 1.94 0.90 0.39 to 2.08

     Chest pain 0.28 0.21 to 0.36 0.19 0.13 to 0.29

     Dyspnoea 0.79 0.58 to 1.07 0.44 0.28 to 0.68

     Syncope 0.74 0.51 to 1.06 0.52 0.32 to 0.83

     Psychiatric 1.48 1.03 to 2.13 1.29 0.59 to 2.84

     Malaise 1.31 1.03 to 1.66 1.27 0.90 to 1.78

     Abdominal pain 1.34 1.07 to 1.68 1.11 0.74 to 1.66

     Other 1.13 0.89 to 1.43 1.23 0.80 to 1.88

Type of specialist

     Medicine 1.17 0.99 to 1.37

     Surgery Ref Ref

Revisit to the ED 1.57 1.32 to 1.88 1.94 1.41 to 2.67

Phlebotomised blood sample 4.79 3.83 to 5.99 7.46 4.94 to 11.28

Oxygen saturation

    <90% 1.80 0.93 to 3.48 4.26 1.77 to 10.25

     91%–94% 1.78 1.26 to 2.51 1.62 1.04 to 2.52

    >95% Ref Ref Ref Ref

     Missing 1.11 0.81 to 1.52 1.14 0.67 to 1.92

Systolic BP

    <100 1.96 1.33 to 2.88 1.67 0.91 to 3.06

     101–199 Ref Ref Ref Ref

    >200 1.32 0.70 to 2.47 0.74 0.41 to 1.32

     Missing 0.57 0.40 to 0.82 0.52 0.30 to 0.89

Temperature

    <35.0 1.86 0.89 to 3.87 0.96 0.36 to 2.56

     35.1–38.4 Ref Ref Ref Ref

    >38.5 3.34 2.41 to 4.61 3.43 1.82 to 6.47

     Missing 0.85 0.70 to 1.02 0.93 0.69 to 1.25

Heart rate

    <50 0.67 0.36 to 1.26

     51–100 Ref Ref

     101–110 1.62 1.29 to 2.03

     111–129 1.57 1.22 to 2.02

    >130 2.57 1.76 to 3.74

     Missing 1.07 0.69 to 1.68

Respiratory rate

    <8 0.75 0.15 to 3.74 2.37 0.15 to 36.95

     9–14 Ref Ref Ref Ref

     15–20 0.94 0.76 to 1.15 1.04 0.74 to 1.45

     21–29 1.29 0.99 to 1.69 1.74 1.16 to 2.62

    >30 3.98 1.99 to 7.95 4.41 1.86 to 10.43 

Continued
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Predictor

<70 years ≥70 years

Or 95% cI Or 95% cI

     Missing 1.05 0.85 to 1.29 0.99 0.69 to 1.42

Intercept −4.572 −2.623

AUC (95% CI) 0.85 (0.84–0.86) 0.81 (0.79–0.82)

GoF value 0.289 0.559

Temporal validation AUC (95% CI) 0.86 (0.85–0.87) 0.77 (0.75–0.79)

-Age in years divided by 10.
-Vital parameters measured are oxygen saturation, measured in percentage oxygenated haemoglobin; systolic BP, measured in millimetres of mercury; temperature, measured in 
°C; Heart rate and respiratory rate, measured as times per minute.
-p Values are derived from multiple logistic regression analysis.
-Individual chance of hospital admission <70 years=1/(1 + exp(− (−4.572 + (0.220 ∗ age/10) + 0.225 ∗ male + 0.798 ∗ triage <1 hour + 1.292 ∗ triage <10 min + 0.194 
∗ self − referral + 0.664 ∗ ambulance + 0.273 ∗major trauma + −1.282 ∗ chestpain + −0.238 ∗breathlessness + −0.305 ∗ syncope + 0.391 ∗ psychiatric + 0.269 
∗malaise + 0.294 ∗ abdominal pain + 0.122 ∗ other complaint + 0.155 medicine + 0.453 ∗ revisit + 1.567 ∗ blood drawn + 0.585 ∗ sat ≤90% + 0.576 ∗ sat 91 − 94% + 0.103 
∗ missing sat + 0.674 ∗ BP ≤100 + 0.277 BP≥200 + −0.558 ∗ BP missing + 0.619 ∗ temp ≤35 + 1.205 ∗ temp ≥38.5 + −0.165 ∗ temp missing + −0.395 ∗ heartrate ≤50 
+ 0.481 heartrate 101–110 + 0.450 ∗ heartrate 111–129 + 0.943 ∗ heartrate ≥130 + 0.071 ∗ heartrate missing + −0.290 ∗ resp rate ≤8 + −0.064 * resp rate 15–20 + 0.256 ∗ 
resp rate 21–29 + 1.380 ∗ resp rate ≥30 + 0.047 ∗ resp rate missing))).
-Individual chance of hospital admission ≥70 years=1/(1 + exp(−(−2.623 + 0.541 ∗ triage <1 hour + 1.148 triage<10 min + 0.086 ∗ self − referral + 0.337 ∗ ambulance + 
−0.103 ∗ major trauma + −1.640 ∗ chestpain + −0.829 ∗ breathlessness + −0.659 ∗ syncope + 0.258 ∗ psychiatric + 0.236 ∗malaise + 0.102 ∗ abdominal pain + 0.208 ∗ other 
complaint + 0.663 ∗ revisit +2.010 ∗ blood drawn + 1.449 ∗ sat ≤90% +  0.483 ∗ sat91 − 94% + 0.128 ∗ missing sat + 0.511 ∗ BP ≤100 + −0.300 ∗ BP ≥200 + −0.655 ∗ BP 
missing + − 0.037 ∗ temp ≤35 + 1.232 ∗ temp ≥38.5 + −0.071 ∗ temp missing + 0.861 ∗ resp rate ≤8 + 0.037 ∗ resp rate 15–20 + 0.555 ∗ resp rate 21–29 + 1.483 ∗ resp rate 
≥ 30 + −0.014 ∗ resp rate missing))).
-AUC, area under the curve; GoF, Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit χ2 test.

table 3 Continued 

Figure 2 Calibration plot of expected and observed chance of admission for patients aged <70 and ≥70 years: validation cohort. Patients are 
divided into 10 equal groups to compare expected and observed chance of admission per group. Ideally the dots would be aligned across the grey 
striped line. ● Indicates decile of patient group.
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whether the predictors of hospital admission are different for 
older as compared with younger adult ED patients. In our model 
for older patients, age was not a predictor. One explanation 
for this observation may be that by limiting the age range to 
those 70 years old and older to assess the predictive value of 
age, there was limited contrast in this population and hence 
a lack of power to detect differences by age. As an alternative 
explanation, among older patients disease severity and geriatric 
factors (eg, pre-existing functional or cognitive impairment) are 
more important than calendar age. As shown in table 2, there is 
no difference between median age for patients hospitalised or 
discharged in the older age group. For these reasons models that 

combine predictors of disease severity and geriatric factors may 
perform even better than ours, but such models do not exist yet.

In contrast to the prediction rule derived by Meisel et al, 
‘chest pain’ as chief complaint was associated with a lower prob-
ability of hospital admission in our models for both older and 
younger patients. This observation could be explained by the 
care system in the region where the study was performed that 
patients with ST elevation myocardial infarction bypass this ED 
and go to the heart catheterisation laboratory immediately.22 
Older patients with dyspnoea and syncope also had a decreased 
chance of hospital admission, which we explain by the fact that 
those patients with severe dyspnoea or who have not regained 
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Figure 3 Distribution of chance of admission predicted by our model for patients aged <70 and ≥70 years: validation cohort. The x-axes are a scale 
of individually predicted chance of hospital admission, ranging from 0% to 100%. On the y-axes are the percentages of patients in the study with that 
individual risk.

Original article

consciousness after syncope are triaged ‘red’ and were excluded 
from the study.

Although it was one of the important predictors of hospital 
admission in our models, there were missing values for vital signs 
in our study database. We believe that these values are missing 
because the triage nurse probably deemed vital signs registration 
unnecessary if the patient was not perceived ill. Using missing 
measurements of vital signs, such as the absence of measured BP, 
as valuable information in this study, seemed to be a marker of 
being less ill (table 3). Using the combination of predictors in this 
study into a prediction model successfully identified the 10% 
of the ED patient population with the highest risk of hospital 
admission, for both younger and older patients.

The prediction model for older patients had a lower AUC 
but higher PPV for this population. When predicting chance of 
hospital admission, one would want a high PPV. When designing 
an intervention based on such a prediction model, the patients 
with the highest risk should be targeted to prevent unnecessary 
and costly admissions. A low number of false-positives is there-
fore desirable.

Using the prediction model created in this study identifies the 
10% of the ED patient population with the highest probability 
of hospital admission, with a PPV of 71% in the young and 81% 
in the old.

The PPV for hospital admission was higher in older than in 
younger patients, likely due to the higher a priori chance of 
hospital admission for older patients (derivation cohort: 23.1% 
admission rate in younger patients vs 43.2% for older patients; 
validation cohort: 24.1% admission rate in younger patients vs 
44.4% in older patients). In addition, the LR+ was slightly better 
for older patients, which increases its clinical utility. Thus, this 
tool could trigger early awareness of the high chance of hospital 
admission, which could affect the clinical decision-making, 
preparation for admission, enhancement of ED work flow and 
shortened length of ED stay.

The overall discriminative performance of the model and 
OR of the individual predictors were significantly higher for 
younger patients. This observation could be explained by three 
different mechanisms. First, the relationship between vital signs 

and disease severity is likely to be different between younger and 
older patients. It is well known that with ageing the physiology 
of the body changes, with less homeostatic, respiratory and 
cardiovascular reserve. In combination with polypharmacy (eg, 
beta blockers), severely ill older patients show less prominent 
vital sign abnormalities. For example, in this study HR was an 
independent predictor for younger but not older patients. This 
finding was also shown in two recent studies in which normal 
vital signs proved to be less specific for the absence of severe 
illness for older adults.23 24 This phenomenon is not captured 
using standard MEWS cut-off points and could explain a part of 
the difference in discriminative power between models observed 
in this study.

Second, older patients with multiple comorbidities are often in 
a delicate equilibrium in which they can still function with rela-
tive independence and health. However, relative minor trauma 
or disease can disturb this equilibrium and result in severe illness 
and need for hospitalisation.25 The absence of comorbidities in 
our model and other or currently existing models could also 
explain the difference in the discriminative performance between 
the models for younger and older patients.10 11

Finally, older patients are sometimes hospitalised for their 
increased vulnerability rather than disease severity. For example, 
a patient with a small social network and low functional capa-
bilities with the same minor trauma as a younger person would 
more easily be hospitalised. It has recently been shown that tools 
that exclusively use frailty to predict adverse outcomes in older 
patients, lack specificity and predictive capability.6 The fact that 
overall discriminative performance of our model for the older 
group was lower could be explained by the lack of information 
about conditions more prevalent among older patients, such as 
impaired cognitive function and functional status.

We therefore hypothesise that the combination of two dimen-
sions—‘disease severity’ and ‘geriatric phenotypes’ such as 
multimorbidity and social, cognitive and physical function of the 
acutely presenting older patient—will result in an optimal model 
for prediction of adverse events and hospitalisation.

Strengths of this study are the large number of patients and 
events. These features enable better estimates of test performance 
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parameters of the models. The clear and clinically relevant 
endpoint also is one of the strengths, as it is without bias whether 
a patient was admitted or not. The present study had several 
limitations. First, this was a retrospective study, which limits 
the ability to examine possible predictors that might have been 
obtained prospectively. There is also risk for information bias, 
although this was minimised by automatically harvesting data 
from the electronic patient files. Possible variables were selected 
based on earlier research, clinical judgement and availability in 
the ED records. The second threat was missing measurements 
of vital signs, for which we conceived a solution. The fact that a 
parameter was not measured in a specific patient was considered 
to contain information with respect to the indication to perform 
such a measurement and as such analysed alongside measured 
values rather than imputed. Third, there were no data avail-
able on geriatric phenotypes such as multimorbidity and social, 
cognitive and physical function, and also the comorbidities in 
young patients are lacking. While these factors could have an 
important impact on hospitalisation, it was possible to create 
a robust model with high specificity. Fourth, we used temporal 
validation to validate the model. Temporal factors could affect 
who was admitted, for example time of year and changes in 
admission over time. However, as a sensitivity analysis we 
performed the same study with a randomly selected split cohort 
and found similar results.

Finally, the admission rate in the current single-centre study 
may be different in other care systems, which influences its 
clinical applicability and PPVs of prediction models. While the 
prediction models have been created according to the recom-
mendations by Stiell and Wells26 and have been internally vali-
dated using temporal data, it was not prospectively validated, 
evaluated in another patient population, implemented and 
disseminated, or analysed for cost-effectiveness because it is still 
in the early stages of development.

In summary, the composition of prediction models for hospital 
admission is similar for ED patients younger and older than 70 
years old, although the AUC is higher in the model for younger 
patients, and the model for older patients showed a higher PPV 
and LR+. This retrospective study could help identify determi-
nants of admission in older ED patients. Further research should 
investigate the combination of disease severity with frailty to 
improve prediction of hospital admission. We are currently 
performing a multicentre, prospective follow-up study (www. 
apop. eu)27 in which we will derive, validate and implement a 
prediction model according to internationally acknowledged 
recommendations26 to optimise care for this vulnerable patient 
group.

twitter Jacinta A Lucke APOPLeiden
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